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With mordant humor, Last Gasp! considers personal end–of–life preparations within a perspective 
of  possible planetary apocalypse and/or exhaustion. The solo shifts in form and style as 
Shapiro combines movement, spoken text, video projections, and colorful costumes with music 
ranging from Hollywood noir to electronic sci–fi to two bassoons. While Andrew Gurian’s video 
projections add expressive dimensions to Last Gasp!, their proportions adapt to the physical 
dimensions of  the performance space, and work well in venues of  various heights ranging from 
an intimate black box theater to a large proscenium stage with a white scrim. To date, Last Gasp! 
has been performed  at four festivals: BAAD!Ass Women’s Festival; Making Moves Dance Festival; 
Reimagine End of  Life Festival; and Performance Mix Festival 33. 
 

“I found your work to be wonderfully theatrical and, as you said, a mordantly humorous meditation on 
aging and the apocalypse. Your delivery was personal and engaging, so well crafted.” 
Bebe Miller, Artistic Director, Bebe Miller Company 

“The elegant and mysterious period costume and all the ways you and the movement manipulated the 
fabric, your entrance, and the first part of  the dance were totally and dramatically engaging. Then the 
transformation into the personal and political commentary about planetary survival and the riveting (and 
humorous) material about mortality created a startling immediacy. Most exciting was how all the overlays 
(video, too) enhanced the kinetic presentation, and like a prism revolving in the light revealed angles and 
insights that moved the dance through so many dimensions.” 
Kenneth King, dance–maker/performer and author 
 
“I was personally touched by your work. I thought how you talked about end–of–life questions and the 
image of  2 minutes to midnight was quite powerful.  As someone who has recently turned 60, I understand 
when you talk about the differences between 50 and 70.” 
Chris Aiken, Associate Professor, Director MFA Program, Smith College 
 
"You demonstrated the advantage of  advancing age in a gentle way, without accusation, bitterness, or 
glibness. So true, your point that who knows how long the earth itself  has left. It helps to put our personal 
sense of  impending doom in perspective as you did. With some humor you presented a thoughtful and 
unique approach to death.” 
Lori Ortiz, visual artist and dance writer 
 
“So profound and moving. Let me know when you are performing Last Gasp! again. I know many people 
who will be interested in attending.” 
Sue Bernhard, choreographer and master teacher 
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